


CATALOGUE



Biscuits 

Orange and Almond from Algarve

141 grs. pack

Tradicional Portuguese Gourmet
HAND MADE 

Biscuits with the shape of chameleons.
Algarve Orange flavor - Created with love 
by Cake Designer Alecsander Mendes.

These Biscuits are made with flavors from 
the Algarve and kneaded by hand in clay 
bowls.

They respect a delicate flavor clearance 
procedure of 24h.



Cookies

With the almonds from Algarve  

and dark chocolate

180 grs. pack

Tradicional Portuguese Gourmet
HAND MADE 

Cookies with almonds and  dark chocolate 
Created with love by Cake Designer  
Alecsander Mendes.

Delicious crispy made with the irresistible 
dark chocolate and the intensive flavour 
of algarve almonds.
These tasty cookies are kneaded by hand 
in clay bowls.
They respect a delicate flavor clearance 
procedure (24).



Medronho

Liquor

0,50 L

Tradicional Portuguese Gourmet

Created with love in an early eighteenth 
century Portuguese winerie, dated of 1773.

Produced by artisanal method in 
a copper boiler.

The brandy used in the manufacturing 
is done by the producer.



Compote

With almonds and walnuts from Algarve

370 grs. 

Tradicional Portuguese Gourmet

The fruits used in the compote are 
produced by biological agriculture 
without pesticides.

The production is crafted without added 
preservatives and the filling is manual.

Our producer follows an ancient recipe 
that guarantees a timeless quality. 



Compote

Sweet potato from Algarve with cinnamon 

370 grs. 

Tradicional Portuguese Gourmet

The fruits used in the compote are 
produced by biological agriculture 
without pesticides.

The production is crafted without added 
preservatives and the filling is manual.

Our producer follows an ancient recipe 
that guarantees a timeless quality.. 



Cocoa  

Carob

370 grs. 

Tradicional Portuguese Gourmet

The Cocoa Carob has a significant 
difference from the cacao (chocolate) 
concerning the level of sugar and fat.

While cacao (cocoa) has up to 23% fat, 5% 
sugar, cocoa carob has 0.7% fat and a high 
natural sugar content, about 38 to 45%.

The Cocoa Carob contains no gluten and 
has very high antioxidant potential, similar 
to olive oil and more then wine.



T-shirt

take Algarve home

 

Woman Fit model, with digital printing.



T-shirt

take Algarve home

 

Man shirt, with digital printing. 



Soap

Chocolate and Carob from Algarve

 

This is a biological product consisting 
essentially of vegetable glycerine.

To give it a flavor of Algarve we added 
carob and chocolate.

Try this irresistible feeling of contact with 
the products of our land.



Postal

take Algarve home

 

With a poem from Algarve, 
Bilingual (Portuguese/ English).






